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The LuxX Index
The LuxX index is a basket index with a twofold computation, ie the Price LuxX index and the Return LuxX index. The Price index
is published as of 4 January 1999.
The Return LuxX index is similar to the Price index except that it takes into account the stripped net dividends. In
so doing, it enables the investors to assess their return on investment. The Return index has been published since
31 March 1999.

1. Index entry requirements

3. The LuxX index is a basket index
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meeting the requirements defined above.
The number of securities included in the basket for a
given share is obtained by applying its weight to the basis
capitalisation of the index basket. The resulting amount is
then divided by the last stock exchange price of the month
preceding the index update date.

4. Revision of the index constituents

b) the LuxX index is an open index, which means that the
number of eligible constituent companies is not limited.

A revision of the LuxX index constituents is made annually by

As a matter of fact, any company meeting the

the Executive Committee in accordance with the procedures

requirements specified in paragraph above can be

set out above. However, the Executive Committee may

retained among the index constituents.

proceed to a revision in June in case of substantial variation
of at least one of its components.

2. Assessment of the companies’ weight
a) the weight of the Luxembourg companies in the basket
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basis of their individual free-float market capitalisation;
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b) should the weight of a company be on top of 20%, it
would be reduced to 20% and the excess would be
distributed proportionately between the other index
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constituent companies. If several companies are subject
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to a limit of 20%, the Executive Committee may resolve,
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on the basis of the actual weight of the companies
concerned, to readjust the weight of these companies
by applying a scale of +/- 2.50% steps.
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5. Composition of the LuxX Index

7. ISIN codes

Note : The basket given above will be maintained until unless

The ISIN code for the LuxX Price is: LU0916824781.

modified due to exceptional circumstances.

The ISIN code for the LuxX Return is: LU0916828006.

LuxX

(Bloomberg LUXXX/ Reuters .LUXX)

Number of shares

Weighting as
at 01/07/20

8. Formula
The formula used to compute the index is that of Paasche.

Aperam

147

14.44%

ArcelorMittal

534

20.00%

Brederode

35

11.19%

Luxempart

19

3.61%
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20.00%

82

9.51%

804

20.00%

For information about the use of this index please refer to the

Socfinaf

17

0.61%

disclaimer on our website (www.bourse.lu) under LuxSE Indices.

Socfinasia

12

0.64%

1,973

100%

Reinet Investments
RTL Group
SES

TOTAL

9. Base level and date
Basis 1,000 as of 4th January 1999.

10. Disclaimer

6. Punctual amendments
Punctual amendments are made in the following cases:
new listing, suspension, delisting, merger, acquisition, split,
and any other event directly and substantially impacting the
index.
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